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Abstract. Single-molecule spectroscopy provides a wealth of information on 
the dynamics and interactions of complex biological molecules.  Yet these mea-
surements are extremely challenging, partly because Brownian motion prevents 
molecules in free solution from remaining stationary.  Here we describe several 
techniques that our lab has developed for confining single molecules for optical 
spectroscopy.  These alternatives to surface immobilization provide confinement 
that is gentle enough to minimize perturbations to the molecule, but strong enough 
to allow long-time imaging of single fluorescent molecules, often in the presence of 
a high fluorescent background.

IntroductIon
This Special Issue celebrates a pioneer of single-mol-
ecule optical spectroscopy. From the early days of low 
temperature, high resolution, absorption spectroscopy,1 
to modern fluorescence imaging of genetically modified 
proteins in living cells,2 W.E. Moerner has led the field 
by developing new methods for using light to probe 
single molecules. This article describes some tools our 
laboratory is developing, to further our shared long-
term goal of watching single molecules wriggle and 
writhe in solution. 

What information might one realistically hope to ex-
tract from a single molecule? Quantities of interest are 
largely the same as those probed in bulk biochemical as-
says, such as molecular size, shape, composition (stoi-
chiometry), charge, response to mechanical stresses, 
binding affinities, and kinetics. Single-molecule tech-

niques offer the hope to measure (1) multidimensional 
distributions that relate fluctuations in one quantity to 
fluctuations in another; and (2) time-dependent trajec-
tories of molecules through this multidimensional state 
space. One might find, for instance, that a fluctuation in 
the charge of a molecule is followed after a short delay 
by a change in its binding kinetics.

Experimental challenges often interfere with the goal 
of simultaneous measurement of many molecular prop-
erties, molecule-by-molecule. The fundamental chal-
lenges are (1) that the photons detected from a molecule 
only contain indirect information about the state of the 
molecule, and (2) that molecules do not hold still in free 
solution for sufficient time to acquire good photon sta-
tistics or to observe slow molecular processes.
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The light used in single-molecule spectroscopy typi-
cally has a wavelength in the visible region, spanning 
from 400 to 700 nm. Most biomolecules, in contrast, 
have a diameter in the low single-digit nanometers: the 
median size of human proteins is 375 amino acids, cor-
responding to a diameter of ~1.8 nm.3 The diffraction 
limit of far-field imaging causes all molecules to ap-
pear as approximately Gaussian blobs, with an apparent 
lateral dimension of order half the wavelength of light. 
This mismatch between the wavelength of light and the 
size of most molecules precludes direct observation of 
the internal structure and dynamics of single molecules 
in all but a few cases.4,5 Even modern superresolu-
tion imaging schemes, such as STED,6 PALM,7 and 
STORM,8 have yet to achieve sub-molecular resolution. 
While direct imaging of the internal state is not yet pos-
sible for most molecules, the detected photons carry 
information in other channels, including their arrival 
times, polarizations, and wavelengths. The challenge of 
inferring molecular states from a series of observations 
on photons is a difficult one, and is unlikely to have a 
general solution.

The second challenge for single-molecule spectros-
copy is that molecules in free solution jiggle and bounce 
like a class of kindergarteners. This Brownian motion 
causes the center of mass of a molecule to traverse a 
random walk, with a root-mean-square displacement

 d Dt2=

along each axis in time t, where D is the diffusion coef-
ficient. For spherical particles, the diffusion coefficient 
is given by the Stokes Einstein relation,
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where kBT is the thermal energy, η is the viscosity, and r 
is the radius of the particle. For non-spherical particles, 
r may be replaced by an effective hydrodynamic radius 
which measures the average size of the particle. Smaller 
particles diffuse faster, and are therefore more difficult 
to study.

Single-molecule spectroscopic measurements handle 
Brownian motion in one of two ways. Some techniques 
observe freely diffusing molecules in bulk solution. 
Examples are Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy 
(FCS)9 and its many variants, such as the Photon Count-
ing Histogram (PCH),10 Fluorescence Cross Correla-
tion Spectroscopy (FCCS),11 and multi-focus FCS.12 
These approaches avoid surface immobilization, but the 
observation time is typically < 1 ms, limited by diffu-
sion across a confocal observation volume. These free-
solution techniques provide rather noisy quasi-static 
snapshots of molecules, limited by photon statistics 

and by the unknown diffusive trajectory the molecule 
takes through the observation volume. Additionally, 
these techniques are limited to low concentrations of 
fluorescent species; otherwise multiple molecules are 
likely to occupy the detection volume at the same time. 
This upper bound on the concentration prohibits mea-
surements on weakly associating complexes, which are 
only found at high concentrations of their constituents. 
Confinement of the excitation volume via either total 
internal reflection (TIR),13 or zero-mode waveguides,14 
allows measurements at higher concentration, but at the 
expense of even shorter diffusion-limited observation 
times.

The alternative strategy is to immobilize the mol-
ecules of interest on a surface,15 on a strand of DNA,16 
on a cytoskeletal element,17 or inside a tethered lipid 
vesicle.18,19 Then, many single molecules can be im-
aged in parallel using wide-field fluorescence imaging, 
or individual molecules can be studied with high time 
resolution using confocal microscopy. These techniques 
have been applied particularly effectively in studies of 
molecular motors and nucleic acids and the proteins that 
bind to them. However, surface immobilization also suf-
fers from drawbacks. Once a molecule is immobilized, 
it becomes difficult to learn about the size, shape, or 
charge of the molecule. Also, surface immobilization 
may disrupt the molecular behavior of interest.

Our lab takes a Goldilocks approach to molecular 
confinement: free molecules in 3-dimensional solution 
have too much Brownian motion; but rigid immobili-
zation is overkill. Intermediate levels of confinement 
allow long-time observations of single-molecule dy-
namics, and at the same time maintain access to the geo-
metrical and charge information encoded in transport 
coefficients. The ideal degree of confinement depends 
upon the experiment, so we have developed a suite of 
technologies for confining single molecules to varying 
extents. 

Here we describe three such technologies. Figure 1 
illustrates the principles underlying each technology, 
and Table 1 compares the new technologies with the 
more conventional schemes. Taken together, the new 
technologies allow one to observe single molecules 
without surface tethering, for longer times, at higher 
concentrations, and in greater number than was previ-
ously possible. 

AntI-BrownIAn ElEctrokInEtIc trAp  
(ABEl trAp)

The ABEL trap uses real-time particle tracking and 
electrokinetic feedback to suppress the Brownian mo-
tion of a single fluorescent molecule in solution at room 
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temperature. As a particle diffuses away from the target 
location, an electric field is applied to the solution to 
induce a combined electrophoretic and electroosmotic 
drift that returns the particle to the target location. For 
a more detailed discussion of the construction of the 
ABEL trap, the reader is referred to the primary litera-
ture and to a recent review.20–23 The trapping strength of 
the ABEL trap is limited by the speed and accuracy of 
the feedback loop.

Real-time tracking systems for single molecules fall 
into two categories: systems based on a camera and 
real-time image processing, and fully hardware systems. 
Early versions of the ABEL trap20,21,24 and a closely re-
lated system25,26 used wide-field epifluorescence illumi-
nation, high speed cameras, and computers to perform 
the tracking tasks. These systems have the advantage of 
flexibility and are easily reconfigured, but the feedback 
is typically too slow to trap objects smaller than approx-

imately 20 nm in diameter in water. Smaller particles 
can be trapped by artificially increasing the viscosity of 
the trapping medium through the addition of glycerol or 
sucrose. Video-based ABEL traps have been used to im-
mobilize and study individual virus particles, DNA mol-
ecules, CdSe quantum dots, and chaperonin proteins.27

An alternative approach uses hardware-based track-
ing, in which the photons are collected onto one or more 
photon-counting modules, and the timing or position of 
these photons is used to form an estimate of the location 
of the particle.22,28–33 Hardware tracking schemes can 
track the position of a particle photon by photon, achiev-
ing quantum-limited tracking bandwidth. However, 
hardware tracking is often sensitive to the alignment of 
the optics, and is difficult to reconfigure. Using a hard-
ware trap, we trapped single chaperonin molecules in 
free solution, without artificially increasing the viscos-
ity. We also partially suppressed the Brownian motion 

Fig. 1. Fluorescent imaging of single molecules, using a variety of nanostructured devices combined with an inverted fluores-
cence microscope. (a) The ABEL trap confines a single molecule to a small volume within a quasi two-dimensional trapping 
region. (b) The CLIC system generates a nanometer-scale film of solution in which to image either surface-tethered or freely-
diffusing single molecules. (c) The dimple machine confines single molecules or molecular complexes into nanofabricated wells 
in a fused silica coverslip.

Table 1. Comparison of optical approaches to studying single molecules in free solution.  Conventional methods experience a 
tradeoff between observation volume and observation time.  The new techniques (in bold) avoid this tradeoff by using mechani-
cal and electrical confinement to limit diffusion
Imaging modality Dimensions of  Max concen- Observation time # of molecules observed
 imaging volume tration of (D = 100 μm2/s) simultaneously
 L × W × H (μm) single molecules
Total Internal Reflection 
 Fluorescence (TIRF) 100 × 100 × 0.1 100 nM 50 μs (vertical) hundreds
Confocal 0.3 × 0.3 × 1 10 nM 200 μs (in-plane) 1
Zero-mode waveguides .04 × .04 × .02 50 μM 2 μs (vertical) Thousands; 1 per waveguide
ABEl trap 3 × 3 × 0.8 200 pM 2 s (photobleaching) 1
convex lens-Induced  100 × 100 × 0.005 2 μM 25 s (in-plane) hundreds
 Confinement (CLIC)
Dimple machine .04 × .04 × .02 50 μM Limited by  Thousands; 1 per dimple
    photobleaching
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of single molecules of the fluorescent dye Cy3, yet did 
not stably trap the molecules.22

We recently developed an ABEL trap that combines 
the advantages of hardware- and software-based feed-
back systems. A pair of electro-optic beam deflectors 
moves a laser beam in a small confocal scan pattern 
at a scan rate as high as 80 kHz. The beam is directed 
into a microscope and illuminates a particle in the trap. 
The arrival time of each photon is used to update a Kal-
man filter that calculates an estimate of the location of 
a molecule. These calculations are performed in 2 μs on 
a commercial Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA; 
National Instruments NI PCI-7831R), programmed via 
a LabView interface. This system runs with the speed of 
custom hardware, but the feedback parameters can be 
set in real time from the host PC.

Current incarnations of the ABEL trap provide feed-
back in two dimensions, with confinement in the third 
direction provided by a fused silica microfluidic cell. 
There is nothing, in principle, which prevents the ABEL 
trap from functioning in one or three dimensions as 
well. Such devices are currently under development.34

Limitations to the ABEL trap
The ABEL trap is ideally suited to study the confor-

mation and dynamics of single objects with diameters in 
the range of 20–500 nm, such as chaperonins or single 
molecules of DNA. The long observation times of mul-
tiply-labeled molecules permit detailed statistical analy-
ses of the dynamics. However, the ABEL trap suffers 
from several drawbacks, namely: (1) a highly complex 
electro-optic system involving custom digital hard-
ware and nanofabrication; (2) ability to trap only one 
molecule at a time, leading to low data throughput; (3) 
restriction to extremely dilute solutions (<200 pM); and 
(4) need for high photon flux to maintain trapping, with 
correspondingly short lifetimes before photobleaching.

convEx lEns-InducEd confInEmEnt (clIc)
In response to some of the limitations of the ABEL trap, 
we developed a system that confines molecules to a thin 
liquid film, where the film thickness varies continuously 
from zero up to several microns. Molecules are free to 
diffuse in the plane, but are confined in the vertical di-
mension. In its simplest incarnation, the CLIC system 
consists of a plano-convex lens, curved side down, rest-
ing on top of a coverslip. The region near the point of 
contact between the lens and the coverslip is imaged us-
ing an inverted fluorescence microscope. The lens–cov-
erslip distance varies smoothly from zero at the point of 
contact, to hundreds of microns at points far from the 
point of contact, according to

 h
R
r

2
1 2

.

where r is the distance from the point of contact and R is 
the radius of curvature of the lens. Near the point of con-
tact, a displacement of tens of microns in the x–y plane 
leads to a nanometer-scale change in the thickness of 
the gap. Optical measurements at a series of radii spaced 
by microns lead to information on molecular properties 
at a series of confinements spaced by nanometers. In a 
typical field of view of 100 μm centered on the point of 
contact, with a 100 mm focal length lens (R = 4.6 cm), 
the gap varies from 0 to 27 nanometers. A detailed char-
acterization of the CLIC system is in progress.

The CLIC system enables several new types of sin-
gle-molecule measurements. These include (a) measure-
ments on single immobilized molecules in the presence 
of a high background concentration of freely diffusing 
fluorescent molecules; (b) Long-time observation of 
single freely diffusing fluorescent molecules; and (c) 
direct mechanical measurements of molecular size and 
compressibility. Additionally, the CLIC system does not 
require any nanofabrication, sophisticated optics, elec-
tronics, or computer control. Applications of the CLIC 
system are discussed briefly below.

Imaging in the presence of background fluorescence 
The focal volume probed by the CLIC system can 

be smaller in depth than that probed either by confocal 
or TIRF imaging. Single immobilized molecules can 
therefore be detected against a higher background con-
centration of fluorophores than in the other techniques. 
Zero-mode wave guides allow an even higher back-
ground concentration because of their confinement in 
all three dimensions, but such devices involve complex 
nanofabrication. 

Figure 2 shows that the CLIC system provides imag-
ing at higher signal-to-background than does through-
the-objective TIRF. Fluorescent beads of diameter 36 
nm were immobilized on a coverslip and imaged in the 
presence of 50 nM fluorescent dye (Alexa 647) in free 
solution. The figure shows the signal (bead fluores-
cence) relative to background (free dye fluorescence) 
as a function of displacement from the point of contact 
between the lens and the coverslip. Both through-the-
objective TIRF (empty circles) and epifluorescence 
(filled circles) show increased signal-to-background 
near the point of contact. Remarkably, the signal-to-
background of epifluorescence near the point of contact 
is higher than that of TIRF far from the point of contact 
(where the lens has no effect). The CLIC system allows 
single-molecule imaging with high signal-to-back-
ground using a simple LED or lamp as the light source 
and an inexpensive objective, while TIRF requires laser 
illumination and an expensive oil-immersion objective 
with numerical aperture >1.33.
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Long-time observation of diffusing molecules
Diffusion limits the time during which a single mol-

ecule in free solution may be observed. The diffusion-
limited observation time is τ ≈ d2/4D if the molecule is 
diffusing in 2-D or τ ≈ d2/2D if the molecule is diffusing 
in 1-D. Here d is the shortest linear dimension of the 
observation volume along which the molecule may es-
cape. Table 1 shows that while zero-mode waveguides 
enable imaging at high concentrations, the tradeoff is 
an extremely short observation time for freely diffus-
ing molecules (2 μs, typical). In TIRF imaging, small 
molecules diffuse out of the evanescent field in ~200 
μs, while in confocal imaging typical diffusion times are 
~500 μs. These short observation times place a severe 
constraint on the information that can be obtained from 
single freely diffusing molecules.

In the CLIC system, molecules are confined to a 
single focal plane in which they are free to diffuse. The 
tight vertical confinement prevents molecules from dif-
fusing out of focus in the vertical direction and restricts 
the detection volume. In the horizontal direction, ob-
servation times are limited by the time for a molecule 
to diffuse across the field of view. For a typical setup 
with a field of view of 100 μm, and a small protein with 
a diffusion coefficient of 100 μm2/s, the observation 
time is ~25 s, an improvement of more than 4 orders of 
magnitude relative to confocal imaging. Stroboscopic 
illumination, synchronized to the frame-rate of the cam-
era, can eliminate blurring of molecules on the timescale 
of an individual frame.35 Thus the CLIC system permits 
long-time observation of single molecules in free solu-
tion, in an extremely simple experimental geometry. 

We performed proof-of-principle experiments in two 
biomolecular systems. In one experiment, we tracked 
single molecules of fluorescently labeled mucin poly-
mers (extracted from pig gastric mucus), and compared 
their motion in a gel of unlabeled mucin to their mo-
tion in free solution (Fig. 3). These long-time tracking 
experiments revealed dynamical relaxation behaviors 
that would have been undetectable in shorter observa-
tions in unconfined systems. In a second experiment, we 
simultaneously tracked the motion of hundreds of fluo-
rescently labeled molecules of λ-DNA. In both proof-
of-principle experiments we could track individual 
molecules for tens of seconds.

Determining size and aspect ratio of freely diffusing 
particles

The shallow wedge geometry of the CLIC system al-
lows one to determine the size of freely diffusing macro-
molecular systems in two distinct ways. Molecules are 
excluded from the region where the thickness of the gap 
is less than the molecular diameter. A fluorescent image 
centered on the point of contact shows a disk inside of 
which there is no fluorescence (Fig. 4). From the radius 
of the excluded region, r, and the known radius of cur-
vature of the lens, R, one can extract the diameter of the 
molecules, h. This measurement has an accuracy of ~2 
nm, and requires only ~10 μL of a 1 nM solution.

An independent measure of molecular diameter is 
provided by the diffusion coefficient of molecules in 
the gap. Due to the long observation time, one can ex-
tract single-molecule diffusion coefficients with high 
accuracy. These diffusion coefficients are related to the 

Fig. 3. Single mucin polymers confined in the CLIC system.
Fig. 2. The CLIC system provides better signal-to-background 
ratio near the region of contact than does either epifluores-
cence or TIRF illumination in the absence of confinement.
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hydrodynamic radius via the Stokes–Einstein relation. 
There is a deviation from Stokes-Einstein behavior due 
to hydrodynamic interactions between the diffusing par-
ticle and the walls of the cell, but this effect can be cor-
rected by imaging the diffusion of spherical polystyrene 
beads of known size.

The CLIC system also allows one to learn about the 
aspect ratio and compressibility of particles; informa-
tion which would be very difficult to determine by con-
ventional chromatographic means. For rodlike particles, 
there is an entropic penalty to enter the region where 
there is orientational confinement, but the particles are 
not completely excluded until the confinement is less 
than the diameter of the rod. By measuring the profile 
of particle density as a function of confinement, one can 
extract information about the length and aspect ratio of 
an asymmetric object. Such a technique is well suited 
to determine the size and shape of virus particles, for 
instance, or amyloid fibrils. 

Flexible polymer molecules and lipid vesicles are 
also expected to have a gradual cutoff, even in a mono-
disperse population. Here the profile of the cutoff is 
determined by the entropic penalty of confining internal 
degrees of freedom. Thus one can, for instance, measure 
the free energy of a piece of DNA as a function of its 
confinement. 

Limitations to the CLIC system
The CLIC system extends the range of conditions 

under which single molecules can be imaged, both for 
immobilized molecules and for molecules in free solu-
tion. However, the device requires that the lens and the 
coverslip be very clean and smooth. Asperities near the 
point of contact can lead to a non-zero distance of clos-

est approach, and thereby to inaccuracies in the inter-
pretation of data. Irregularities in the geometry of the 
lens or coverslip may be compensated by simultaneous 
imaging of a small molecule fluorophore in free solu-
tion, chosen to have a different color and not to interact 
with the molecules of interest. The brightness of this 
reference solution provides a measure of the gap thick-
ness. In addition, the CLIC system is limited to imaging 
molecules tethered to a surface or in free solution; CLIC 
does not allow one to image the basal membrane of in-
tact cells, for instance, while TIRF does.

dImplE mAchInE
To obtain detailed information on the internal dynam-
ics of a single molecule one would like to hold the 
molecule still, without perturbing these dynamics. In 
such a case the in-plane Brownian motion of the CLIC 
system merely complicates the analysis. We designed a 
“dimple machine” to immobilize arrays of thousands of 
single molecules without surface attachment. The heart 
of the machine is a fused silica coverslip patterned with 
an array of nanofabricated dimples (Fig. 5). A solution 
of fluorescent molecules is washed over the dimples, 
and then replaced with an inert fluorocarbon oil. The 
oil traps a minute volume of solution in each dimple, 
containing at most a small number of molecules. The 
array of trapped molecules is imaged in a fluorescence 
microscope. The oil may be removed, and the process 
repeated an arbitrary number of times.

The dimple machine enables two new kinds of exper-
iments. It is designed to probe (1) unimolecular dynam-
ics without surface attachment; and (2) distributions of 
stoichiometries in multimeric complexes. In either case, 
tens of thousands of single molecules can be probed 
within a single minute, using either confocal or epifluo-
rescence imaging.

To probe unimolecular dynamics, the dimples are 
bathed in a solution containing analytes at a concentra-
tion of less than one molecule per dimple, so that most 
dimples when capped contain either 0 or 1 molecule. 
Unimolecular dynamics can be probed via FRET, en-
vironmentally sensitive fluorophores, or polarization 
dynamics. The dimples need only be smaller than the 
resolution of the imaging system, so that the Brown-
ian motion of the molecule within the dimple does not 
confound the measurement. After all the molecules have 
photobleached, the dimple array is refreshed and the 
measurement repeated. Examples of unimolecular mea-
surements amenable to the dimple machine are probes 
of DNA cyclization, protein folding, and RNA folding.

The dimple machine also enables measurements of 
the distribution of stoichiometries in multimeric com-
plexes. Consider the reaction m A + n B ↔ AmBn, where 

Fig. 4. (a) Determination of molecular size from the radius of 
the excluded region. (b) Determination of molecular aspect 
ratio or compressibility from the shape of the cutoff near the 
excluded region.
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A and B may be any pair of molecules, n and m may 
take on a range of values for multimeric complexes, and 
the distributions of n, m, and the associated equilibrium 
constant, Keq, may be influenced by other components 
in the solution. Despite the simplicity of this reaction, 
there remains a need for a general-purpose tool that 
measures the distributions of n and m and the value of 
Keq, particularly when the complex is weakly bound.

If species A and B are each labeled with a fluorescent 
dye of a different color, in principle one can measure 
the stoichiometry molecule-by-molecule, by measuring 
either the brightness or the number of photobleaching 
steps in each color. However, at the high concentrations 
needed to form weakly bound complexes, conventional 
single-molecule measurements may be impossible. The 
dimple machine isolates sub-wavelength volumes of 
solution, permitting single-molecule measurements at 
high concentrations of analyte. We are in the process of 
building a dimple machine in which the dimples have a 
diameter of only 30 nm and a depth of 30 nm, i.e., with 
a volume of 2.7 × 10–20 L. At this dimple size, an analyte 
concentration of 60 μM corresponds to on average 1 
molecule/dimple.

Limitations to the dimple machine
The dimple machine enables single-molecule spec-

troscopy without surface tethering and at high concen-
trations. The chief limitations of the device are (1) the 
device requires sophisticated nanofabrication, and (2) 
the volume within each dimple is cut off from the bulk 
solution. Thus experiments that involve consumption of 
ATP or another small molecule may be hampered by the 
finite supply of the small molecule within each dimple.

conclusIons
It is unlikely that any single device will be optimal 
for all single-molecule fluorescence experiments. The 
ABEL trap permits long-time measurements on single 

molecules in free solution, and provides detailed infor-
mation on diffusion coefficients and electrophoretic mo-
bilities; but the ABEL trap is complex to operate, only 
probes one molecule at a time, and is restricted to ex-
tremely low concentrations. The CLIC system enables 
a wide variety of measurements on single molecules 
bound to surfaces or in free solution, but cannot reach 
to concentrations as high as are achieved by nanofabri-
cated devices. The dimple machine gently immobilizes 
thousands of single molecules simultaneously, but pro-
vides no information on transport coefficients and re-
quires complex nanofabrication. Ultimately all of these 
improvements to hardware are limited by the molecules 
being studied, i.e., the biochemical preparations and the 
stability of the fluorophores. Nonetheless, with proper 
confinement of single molecules, the future of single 
molecule spectroscopy is bright.
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